
AIM USA SELF DEFENSE PRICE LIST 

PHONE: 804-372-3331 E-MAIL INFOAIMUSA@GMAIL.COM  WEB- WWW.AIMUSAINC.COM 
 

Parents often ask us what are their child’s “needs” for class. Unless your child is sparring, nothing is required. However, there 
are many tools that can enhance your child’s learning. We have developed guidelines to help parents decide what their child 
needs for peak performance at each level of their training. If you are interested in these items, please enclose payment in an 
envelope with the student's name, item, size desired and total amount ($) enclosed. All items on this list or in the Catalog may 
be purchased anytime or with the AIM USA Support Raffle. (Tax included). Visit  WWW.AIMUSAINC.COM 

 

TRAINING EQUIPMENT- ALL BELT LEVELS PRICE 

FOCUS PAD - Challenge yourself with this smaller hand-held striking bag. 
Great for hand-eye coordination, use for target practice!................................................................................................. $25.00 

BLOCKER - Soft plastic and foam blocker used for practicing all blocks at home with parents and friends! ................. $35.00 

BODY SHIELD - Soft foam that can be used with a partner or attached to a wall, great for 

developing power for self-defense. Practice your kicks, punches and combinations! .........................Small  ................ $40.00 

Large ................. $80.00 

WHITE UNIFORM "GI" - Sizes 00, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. Traditional loose fitting karate uniform, 

50/50 Poly  / cotton blend. Designed to practice without restricting movement.  Highly recommended.......................... $35.00 

BLACK UNIFORM "GI" - WITH AIM LOGO Sizes 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. Available to ORANGE 

BELTS & ABOVE ONLY Traditional loose fitting karate uniform, 50/50 poly / cotton blend. ....................................... $40.00 

REQUIRED SPARRING EQUIPMENT-YELLOW BELTS & ABOVE 
 

GROIN CUP & SUPPORTER - For the student’s protection (required for sparring!) . .........Boys................................... $10.00 
Sizes – Jr. Med., Jr. Lg., Adult Sm., Adult Med., Adult Lg. Optional for Girls .............. $12.00 

MOUTH PIECE - Complete with carrying case, Adult & Child size (required for sparring!) ........................................... $6.00 

SPARRING PACKAGE - White Cloth Hand & Forearm / 
Shin & Instep pads. Includes Mesh carrying bag. (Required for sparring!) . Sizes Small, Medium, and Large............ $40.00 

SPARRING EQUIPMENT-ORANGE BELTS & ABOVE 
 

HAND PADS - Soft foam pads that protect you and your partner while 

practicing your blocks, and punches. ..................................................Sizes - Youth, Adult Small, M/L, XL................... $30.00 

SHIN / FOREARM PADS - Increases the margin of safety by wrapping its lightweight 
contours around the shin or forearms One-size fits all..................................................................................................... $30.00 

FOOT PADS - Lightweight foam, great coverage of foot. Protect you & partner 

while practicing your kicks. ............... ...................................................Sizes - 1/2, 3/4, 5/6, 7/8, 9/10, 11/12................. $30.00 

HEADGEAR - Offers extra protection in case of accidental 

contact during sparring. ........................................................................Sizes - Child, Adult SM. MED. / LG. XL............ $40.00 

SPARRING VEST - (Required for orange belts & above sparing) Lightweight & comfortable design 
offers complete upper body protection. Reversible feature, red scoring zone on one side and 
blue on the other...................................................................................Sizes 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 ........................................ $50.00 

ACCESSORIES-ALL LEVELS 
 

HEADBAND - (with ☯ logo) Keep the sweat off your brow and the hair out of your face. .............................................. $5.00 

PATCHES-  Flag or ☯ to sew on your uniform, sweatshirt or jacket! . ........................................................................... $5.00 

AIM USA Logo Patch.  Multicolored Dragon Patch With ☯ Logo……………………………………………. $8.00 

PATCH SPECIAL- All 4 patches listed above. (Save $6.00)........................................................................................... $20.00 

T-SHIRTS / TANK TOPS - 50/50, shirt with AIM USA logo on front: Sizes - Child- MED., LG.,   .................................. $20.00 

Adult- SM., MED., LG., XL. XXL.  ........... $20.00 

TOTE BAG - A nylon bag with ☯ logo for carrying your equipment, schoolbooks, etc. . ............................................... $30.00 

TRAINING /DVD’S White, Yellow or Orange - Reviews all techniques for Advancement to the next level. ................. $15.00 

CATALOG ORDERS – Please include item #, Quantity, Shipping, Size, Color, & Price .................................................. $    
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